Medium term planning Sept 2018- Oct 2018

Yr 4/5/6 English and Maths

WEEK 3 /WEEK 4

Yr 2, Yr3/4, Yr5/6 PSHE

WEEK 5/Week 6

Week 7/8

WEEK 1/WEEK 2

EnglishReading,
Writing,
Grammar

Yr 4/5/6 Guided Reading: Yr 4 Heroes, Yr 5
Cup Final, Yr6 Creature Classics.
Comprehension groups.
Grammar Focus:
Yr4 Clauses, the clause bank
Yr 5 Sorting: adverbs, adjectives, nouns or
verbs. Conjunctions, determiners,
prepositions.
Yr6 Make it agree. Find the verb.

Yr 4/5/6 Guided Reading & Comprehension
groups

Yr 4/5/6 Guided Reading &
Comprehension groups

Yr 4/5/6 Guided Reading &
Comprehension groups

Grammar Focus:

Grammar Focus:

Grammar Focus:

Yr4 Clause addition, main or subordinate?

Yr4 Conjunction connection, conjunction
links

Yr 4 Lost clauses

Yr 5 Spotting: Adverbs, adjectives, nouns or
verbs, conjunctions, determiners, prepositions,
pronouns. Getting technical.
Yr6 Mix and match- verb & subject. It's good to
agree.

Yr 5 Adjective, noun, verb. Using suffixes
to make verbs.

Yr 5 Verb spotting
Yr6 Irregular verbs.

Yr6 Verbs & tenses- when is it
happening? Keep it in the past.

Yr 4/5/6 RE/Eng Value- Thankfulness
All compose Harvest readings for church service
Assessed
WRITING
FOCUS

Yr4 Poetry: Poems on a theme- Six Ways of
Looking at the Moon, I Wish.. Story Time
Yr5 Poetry: Feelings, metaphor & similes A
List of Small and Happy Things, Images List
Yr6 Poetry: Personification- The Sea,

Yr4 Historical stories- Sulius,

Yr4 Character sketches- Sulius

Yr5 Story openings- Action, description, dialogue.

Yr5 Characterisation- Action, description,
dialogue.

Yr6 Grabbing attention- story openings

Yr6 How do you say it? Powerful speech

Yr4 Own experience linked to
story
Yr5 New scene in a story
Yr6 Memorable images-

Oakridge Night, The Day's Eye

Who is telling the story? Sea Cave

Characterisation- Showing not telling

Yr6 Assessed piece- poetry

metaphor and simile. Descriptive
settings. Creating atmosphere
Yr6 Assessed piece- narrative

Yr4 y for i, fill the gaps
Phonics/
Spelling &
vocabulary

Yr5 Positive to negative prefixes, prefixes
sorted
Yr6 Creating antonyms dis, mis, un. Prefix re

Penpals scheme: Yr4/5 Introducing sloped
writing in letter families, sloped writing
diagonal to ascender
Handwriting

Maths

Yr6 Style for speed crossbar join, looping
from g

Yr4 Numbers & the number system/ Place
value: Counting & comparing, ordering &
rounding to nearest 10, 100, 1,000. Reading
numbers from scales, partitioning 4 digit
number, more than/less than sign. counting
backwards through zero.

Yr 4 ai/ ei/ eigh /ey. Look closely
Yr4 How do you say ou? ou word sort
Yr5 ed, ing, er, ous. Suffixes ly, ation
Yr6 cious or tious? Which suffix?

Yr4/5 Sloped writing no ascender, diagonal to
anticlockwise letter

Yr5 Suffixes: tion, sion, ssion, cian. sion
for zhun
Yr6 Suffixes ance or ence. Adjectives
ant or ent?

Yr 4/5 Sloped writing horizontal join to
ascender, no ascender
Yr6 Style for speed different joins to s

Yr 6 Style for speed looping from j and y, from f

Yr4 Calculating- Multiplication & division.
Multiply two & three digit numbers by one
Yr4 Number: Calculating-Addition & subtraction
written methods, mental strategies, addition pairs digit. use known facts to mult & divide
mentally. Recall mult & division facts for
to 100 multiples of 5, to 1,000 mults of 50, addition
up to 12x12. Compact grid method
pairs to 100 2 digit numbers, subtracting small
differences. Use columnar addition & subtraction
Yr5 Identify multiples & factors of a
number. Multiply a three or four digit

Yr4 k or sh?
Yr5 Apostrophes
Yr6 Verbs ate, ise or ify

Yr 4/5 Sloped writing horizontal
join to anticlockwise letter
Yr6 Style for speed looping from
b

Yr4/5/6 Consolidation, assess &
review

Yr5 Numbers & the number system/ Place
value in large numbers, counting &
comparing more than/less than within one
million
Yr6 Numbers & the number system/Place
value: rounding larger numbers, rounding
decimals to nearest tenth, hundredth

P.S.H.E.

up to 4 digits. Roman numerals
Yr5 Doubling/ halving larger even numbers to
10,000. Use columnar addition & subtraction with
numbers of any size. Prime numbers
Yr6 Identify the value of each digit in numbers
given to 3 decimal places. Read, write & compare
numbers up to 10 million & determine value of
each digit. Use negative numbers in context,
Calculate intervals across zero.

Unit : Health- What are drugs, their uses and
their effects. Use and abuse

Yr6 Mult & divide numbers with up to
three decimal places by 10, 100, 1,000.
Use long division to divide up to Four
digit by two digit numbers.

Yr 2 Caring for the environment. Packing
a bag

Yr 2 Unit : Unit -Communities: Preparing a
meal. Making a contribution
Yr3/4 and Yr 5/6 (differentiated lessons)

number by two digits using long mult.
Use short division & remainder

Yr 2 Environmental problems
Yr 2 People who help children in school. Local
schools

Yr3/4 and Yr 5/6 - Personal safety scenarios,
Childline

Yr3/4 and Yr 5/6 - Risky behaviour,
health and safety in scho

Yr3/4 and Yr 5/6 Road safe

